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Selecting the Right Databases:
How It Impacts Risk Operations
When it comes to screening accounts and transactions against sanctions lists such as the U.S.
Treasury’s Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC), compliance officers like you lose sleep over
false negatives—the true matches they might not be catching. To minimise that risk, you spend
your days wading through a flood of false positives—time-consuming alerts that are not true
matches. But, do you consider the matches that are possibly missed because the right sanctions
list was never selected for screening? And, are you wasting hours reviewing alerts from a list that
did not need to be screened against in the first place? Selecting the correct sanctions lists for a
screening process may be one of the most important decisions you can make.
There are large international sanctions lists
such as the UN Security Council Regulations
which everyone is subjected to: the EU List
for the European Union, the OFAC based in
the U.S. and the Central Bank of Seychelles’
Terrorist List. Selecting the right mix of lists
will require, among other things, a legal
review, a compliance review, a risk review
and constant education.

Legal Review
Determining the jurisdiction under which an
organisation falls can be very challenging.
For example, OFAC has a broadly-defined
jurisdiction while other countries’ sanctions
lists may only apply if the financial institution
has an office within its borders. The applicable
laws and regulations must be fully researched
for each jurisdiction, line of business and
market served.
Further complications are created by wideranging legislative initiatives such as the USA
PATRIOT Act and the EU 3rd Anti-Money
Laundering Directive. Certain sections of
regulations such as these may not be fully
interpreted until years after they are enacted
into law. For example, the definition of a
Politically Exposed Person (PEP), when PEPs
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should be identified and what action should
be taken after a PEP is identified are questions
that may receive different answers depending
on who is asked.
Unfortunately, questions of jurisdiction and
interpretation are sometimes settled after
fines have already been issued. And that
is why compliance and risk reviews are so
important.

Compliance Review
Despite your best efforts to have
well-defined and specific interpretations of the
requirements under the law, you may still find
compliance challenging under the scrutiny
of regulatory agencies. While many nations’
regulatory agencies have specific rules,
interpretation can vary by region, by agency
or by auditor or examiner.
Within the U.S., the Federal Financial
Institutions Examination Council examination
manual has helped to significantly standardise
the review process. Even so, you may learn
after an audit or examination that you need to
add sanctions lists to your screening portfolio
to meet the requirements of a nation’s
regulatory agency or independent auditor.

Risk Review
While much has been written and discussed
about risk in the AML/PEP arena, there is a risk
that has been mostly ignored: there are serious
drawbacks to having a sanctions list screening
programme that is too ambitious. While on
its surface a programme that screens all of
your customers against all of your lists sounds
effective, problems can occur. Eventually your
may find yoruself out of compliance if all the
matches such a programme generates cannot
be reviewed.
Another overlooked risk is focusing the
programme on being prepared for the unusual
or unlikely event while ignoring safeguards
against more common dangers. An example of
such oversight is when an organisation uses the
Interpol’s Most Wanted List before areas of its
UN or OFAC compliance (which are exposed to
risk) are actually addressed. The question to ask
is, what are the chances a most wanted individual
will show up using his real credentials versus
missing something on the OFAC list, where real
company names could appear?

Stay Informed
A best practice for determining which lists to
incorporate into your AML/PEP programme is to
learn what industry peers are doing in this area.
The importance of attending conferences and
staying aware of the news cannot be understated.
Required reading includes the Financial Action
Task Force web site (www.fatf-gafi.org) and local
regulator sources to stay up to date.
Such an awareness of the industry and the news
may help you modify your screening programme
to protect against the latest dangers.

Save Money, Enhance Protection with
Research
Most sanctions lists are publicly available on the
web sites of the issuing agencies and are free.
However, because each list is in a different data
format and delivery schedules for those lists vary,
many organisations rely on data providers to
consolidate and deliver the lists. Data providers
are able to consolidate such lists into a single
format and offer them to you at a lower price
than it would cost you to mine the information on
your own.
Lists featuring high-risk entities such as PEPs are
compiled through research and are not available
publicly as assembled lists. Providers of these
PEP lists pour through web sites, news articles
and court documents to uncover information
about individuals who meet the Politically
Exposed Person criteria.
Typically, those who compile these PEP lists
are highly trained and experienced. This is an
important factor to understand because financial
institutions trust them with their reputations and
the integrity of these lists is critical. Each match
you make against such lists, regardless of the
time it takes, costs money. So the researchers’
time is valuable. If the number of matches against
these lists being reviewed is reduced, your cost
is also reduced and the highly-skilled researchers
become available for other projects.

Be Effective from the Start
There are several ways for you to reduce the
number of matches and, subsequently,
their review time. First, you can structure an
effective screening process. Second, you can limit
false positives.
When you are designing your screening process,
the influence of competing interests at the
onset can negatively affect the project. For
example, the operations and IT departments
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want a process that is easy for them to build
and maintain while the compliance department
is seeking limited risk exposure and senior
management wants to hold costs down.

Reducing false positives requires more than just
tools and techniques. It requires a risk-based
approach, staff training, good data foundations
and lastly, effective tools.

Unchecked, the influence of these stakeholders
can result in the development of a screening
process that uses brute force and screens the
same data over and over again, producing more
matches and, ultimately, higher costs.

The right risk-based approach will ensure
the most resources are spent on the highest
risks. Also, staff training and the right mindset
will ensure knowledge of industry trends and
best practices are put to good use. Having
comprehensive client data also ensures that
the generated matches are more easily verified.
Imagine how challenging it is to clear an alert
quickly if all the information that you have on the
client is a name and an account ID.

While the needs of organisations vary, there are
common guidelines to follow when designing a
screening process:
Screen each item or record once, if possible.
Only re-screen data if the record changes or
when the sanctions list is updated.
Where possible, screen records or items in
batches and review the matches at one time.
For information coming into the organisation,
screen an item later in the process when it is
closer to its final form.
For information leaving the organisation, screen
it earlier in the process to provide more time to
review matches and make decisions.
Furthermore, invalid matches and false positives
compose the vast majority of matches a financial
institution will review. Lowering the rate of false
positives will also lower costs. The rate of false
positives can be easily reduced by tightening the
match rules, but it will increase the probability
of another risk—the false negatives. It is difficult
to lower the rate of false positives while also
reducing risk.

Using effective tools such as a rules engines,
white lists, good files and match tools will further
reduce false positives. All of these tools will have
an associated risk. You should be aware of the
risk and determine for yourself which ones are
acceptable. This is why false positive reduction
is intertwined with selecting the right database
and this must involve various departments
taking a risk-based approach. Of course, there
is also outside expert assistance available for
successfully integrating these tools into an
institution’s screening process.
Sober risk assessment and well-structured
procedures for reducing the number of false
positives are the foundation of an effective
screening process.
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GETTING STARTED
For more information get in touch today:
Tel: +44 207 653 3800
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